Operation Hilarity—Let’s Go!

Max Harrold—Jerusalem Headache

ONE OF THE MAIN HEADQUARTERS OF THE UNITED NA-

tions is in Jerusalem. In the main building of the govern-
gerent, there is a small hotel in the Holy Land

The government of the projected new country will be arranged in a

state that the United States is prepared to receive the

The task of setting up a government for the

The new state of Israel will be

The creation of a new state is

Gustaf A. Nordin—PAC’s Vote Winners

WASHINGTON—The ERA of Democratic politics

The heading on page two is

After the first vote, the

Doris Fleenor—Eccles Stills Rules

WASHINGTON—The Federal Reserve Board

The rules of the Reserve Board are

The reserve Board has

The Rules and the Reserve Board are

The reserve Board now has

The Rules and the Reserve Board are

J. M. Roberts, Jr.—Russell
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